
Afghanistan and the Obama  

Birthday-Bash Head Fake 

 

 Who is the Israel-hating American leader most obviously dedicated to the advance of Islamism around 

the world?  

 Who is the presumed “Shadow President” holding Joe Biden‟s puppet-strings?  

 Which recent US President was notorious for being a “micromanager?”   

The answer to all three questions is Barack Obama.  

Here‟s another question.  

 Whose administration was it that failed infamously, humiliatingly to pull off a staged dramatic hostage 

rescue of a US Ambassador in Benghazi, Lybia on the 11th anniversary of 9/11, in cooperation with 

Islamist militants, in the lead-up to his 2012 re-election?   

That would be Barack Obama again.  

Next question.  

 Who just last week staged the most high-profile, extravagant celebrity studded birthday bash in modern 

memory and very publicly “disinvited” his political team and allies (and importantly did not invite Joe 

Biden) so as to create the impression that he has moved beyond politics into the care-free lifestyle of 

royalty (and, to ensure nobody missed that narrative, no less an Obama butt-kisser than Maureen Dowd 

spelled out in painful detail the “disappointment” of the far left of his supposed withdrawal from the 

partisan fray)?  

Yes, you guessed it: Barack Obama.  

One last question for those wondering what the motive might be for this elaborate head fake.  

 Which president released from Guantanamo the very same Islamist terrorist who is now head of the new 

Islamist regime in Kabul, and is thus holding an un-cashed IOU?   

None other than, drum roll please, Barack Obama.  

So here‟s my conspiracy theory brainstorm on the Afghanistan debacle:  

The likely photo-shopped image of Biden alone in the situation room is designed specifically to put him solely 

in the frame of culpability.  

 It was not accidental that the country fell immediately to the Taliban.  

 It was not accidental that thousands of American (hostages?) are still trapped at the Kabul airport.  

 It was not accidental that the original US withdrawal date was 9/11.  

 It is not accidental that all of this is happening right as the proof of the 2020 election fraud is about to hit 

the fan. 

Everyone knows that despite all the wonders of modern medicine and ear-piece technology, Stumblin-Joe Biden 

can‟t last much longer, and the country rightfully does not trust Kamala Harris.  

My guess is that the Hollywood scriptwriter helping Barack Obama design his return-to-power strategy wants to 

give Joe – ever the faithful Waterboy for the Uniparty – a tragic exit designed to maximize public sympathy for 

him now and in the history books: perhaps a conveniently timed stroke brought on by the Afghanistan Crisis, 

adding to the “already unbearable weight of a presidency handicapped by Trump‟s „sabotage of the nation‟ and 

the rising threat of White Supremacy.”  
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Whatever consequences and culpability there might be for the election fraud emerging from the shower of 

evidence that‟s about to begin, could be deflected to Biden as well, along with the mantra “but hey, hasn‟t the 

poor guy suffered enough?”  

In Kabul, Obama would want something like what Benghazi would have been if those pesky former Navy Seals 

hadn‟t unexpectedly interfered and ruined the scheme by turning a fake kidnapping of Ambassador Stevens by a 

cooperative Muslim militia into a real firefight: high drama, life-and-death stakes, wall-to-wall cable news 

riveting the entire world.   

It would be the perfect moment for Obama to be called out of retirement and retake the world stage – nobly 

sacrificing the life of royalty – to negotiate a successful end to the Kabul nightmare, gaining for Obama by 

fraud what Ronald Reagan legitimately earned by freeing the American hostages from Iran.  

...And then, by popular acclaim, returning Obama to the White House by whatever sequence of resignation, 

appointments and resignations would best work to retire Biden, minimize a Harris presidency, and place Obama 

back on the throne. All accompanied by a unified chorus of legal experts and media pundits spinning a new 

interpretation of the 22nd Amendment regarding presidential term limits (e.g. it only limits “two elections” after 

all – not an appointment to VP by Harris, followed by her resignation and reappointment to VP by Obama).  

That battle would most certainly go to the Supreme Court, where, conveniently, Obama‟s main man John 

Roberts (the guy who killed all the pro-Trump election fraud lawsuits) is still Chief Justice. 

And to ensure that the MAGA movement would be neutralized during this period, the Obama team would also 

stage a false flag terror attack (on 9/11?) by pro-Trump “White Supremacists” supposedly enraged by the Biden 

Afghanistan debacle (or any number of issues that fit the narrative) and are determined to reinstate President 

Trump. That scenario has already been set up by the Biden/Obama Department of Homeland Security and the 

full phalanx of corporate media.  

As the Obama team is famous for saying “Never let a good crisis got to waste,” and, of course, no crisis is better 

than the one you create and control yourself.  

I readily admit this conspiracy theory is a bit on the wild side but it sure would make sense of what otherwise 

looks like random chaos. When it comes to the globalist elites with all their vast resources and ideological zeal I 

think deliberate conspiracy is far more likely than random chaos. The only question for me is whether I've got 

the variables right. 
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